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10 ĐỀ THI GIỮA HK1 MÔN TIẾNG ANH 12 

NĂM HỌC 2020-2021 CÓ ĐÁP ÁN CHI TIẾT 

1. Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 1 

TRƯỜNG THPT 

LÊ THÁNH TÔNG 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the best answers 

Question 1: He didn’t hurry so he missed the plane. 

A. If he had hurried, he could have caught the plane  

B. If he had hurried, he might catch the plane 

C. He didn’t miss the plane because he hurried  

D. If he hurried, he wouldn’t miss the plane 

Question 2: The disappearance of one or several species may result in the loss of 

………………………. 

A. biodiversity     B. biology       C. university      D. diversity 

Question 3: Different conservation efforts have been made in order to save 
……………………… species. 

A. danger            B. endanger   C. endangered  D. dangerous 

Question 4: You ………………… see the doctor if that back ache persists. 

A. better             B. have better  C. had better    D. better have 

Question 5: – Jane: “You look great in that red skirt, Lora!” 

– Lora: “ ……………………….” 

A. Oh, you don’t like it, do you?  B. I bought it at Nem’s 

C. No, I don’t                               D. Thanks, it’s my mum’s present on my birthday. 

Question 6: This film is quite …………….. All the children are …………in the film 

A. interesting/ interesting      B. interested/ interesting 

C. interesting/ interested       D. interested/ interested 

Question 7: I am living in a big city. I wish I ………………………..in a big city. 

A. am not living   B. didn’t live     C. would live      D. hadn’t lived 

Question 8: Mary ……………… in London for 15 years. 

A. is living           B. lives             C. was living      D. has lived 

Question 9: – John:  “Don’t forget to send your parents my regards” 

– Tim: “ …………………………………..” 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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A. You’re welcome           B. Good idea, thanks  

C. It’s my pleasure           D. Thanks, I will 

Question 10: I’ve never seen …………………………… 

A. as tall man     B. so tall man     C. such tall man    D. such a tall man 

II. Read the following passage carefully and then choose the best answer to the 
questions by circling the corresponding letter A, B, C, or D. 

Man is a land animal, but he also closely tied to the sea. Throughout history, the sea has 
served the needs of man. The sea has provided man with food and convenient way to 
travel to many parts of the world. Today, nearly two thirds of the world’s population live 
within 80 kilometers of the sea coast. 

In the modern technological world, the sea offers many resources to help mankind survive. 
Resources on land are beginning to be used up. The sea, however, still can be hoped to 
supply many man’s needs. The list of riches of the sea yet to be developed by man’s 
technology is impressive. Oil and gas explorations have been carried out for nearly 30 
years. Valuable amounts of minerals exist on the ocean floor are ready to be mined. 

Fish farming promises to be a good way to produce large quantities of food. The culture of 
fish and shellfish is an ancient skill practiced in the past mainly by Oriental people. 

Besides oil and gas, the sea may offer new sources of energy. Experts believe that the 
warm temperature of the ocean can be used in a way similar to the steam in a steamship. 
Ocean currents and waves offer possible use as a source of energy. 

Technology is enabling man to explore ever more deeply under the sea. The development 
of strong, new material has made this possible. The technology to harvest the sea 

continues to improve. Experts believe that by the year 2000 the problems that prevent us 
from exploiting fully the food, minerals, and energy source of the sea will be largely solved. 

Question 11: The major things that the sea offers man are ___________________. 

A. fish and oil                                               B. minerals and oil 

C. food, energy sources, and minerals        D. ocean currents and waves 

Question 12: The sea serves the needs of man as ___________________. 

A. it provides man with food                          B. it offers oil and other valuable sources 

C. it provides man with modern technology  D. both A and B 

Question 13: We can conclude from the passage that _________________. 

A. the sea resources have largely been used up 

B. the sea, in a broad sense, has not yet been developed 

C. the problems that prevent us from fully exploiting the sea have already been solved 

D. by the year 2000, the technology will be good enough to exploit all the sea resources 

Question 14: The words enabling in the fourth paragraph means _________________. 

A. understanding      B. allowing      C. teaching         D. helping 

Question 15: The best title for this paragraph is _________________. 

A. Seafood            B. Technology for Exploiting the Sea 
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C. Sea Harvest       D. Man and the Sea 

Question 16: How many populations live within 80 kilometers of the seacoast? 

A. Nearly two three of the world population  

B. Nearly two third of the world population 

C. Nearly two thirds of the world population  

D. Nearly one third of the world population 

Question 17: “This” in the fourth paragraph refers to …………………. 

A. The technology to harvest the sea continues to improve. 

B. Technology is enabling man to explore ever more deeply under the sea. 

C. Ocean currents and waves offer possible use as a source of energy. 

D. The warm temperature of the ocean can be used in a way similar to the steam in a 
steamship. 

Question 18: What is happening to resources on land? 

A. They are enriching.    B. They are abundant.                 

C. They are valuable.     D. They are being used up. 

Question 19: _____________is an ancient skill. 

A. The culture of fish and shellfish        B. Oil and gas explorations 

C. Sea explorations                              D. Farming 

Question 20: What new sources of energy may the sea offer besides oil and gas? 

A. The warm temperature          B. Ocean currents                       

C. waves                                    D. All of them 

III. Fill in each numbered blank with one suitable word or phrase. 

Environmental pollution is a term that (21)…………………….to all the ways by which man 
pollutes his surroundings. Man dirties their air with gases and smoke, poisons, the water 
with chemicals other substances, and damages the soil with (22) ……………………… many 
fertilizers and pesticides. Man also pollutes his surroundings in various other ways. 
(23)………………….., people ruin natural beauty by disposing garbage and waste products 
on the land and in the water. They operate machines and motor vehicles that fill the air with 
disturbing noise. Badly polluted air can cause illness and even death. Polluted water kills 
fish and other (24) ………………….. life. Pollution soil reduces the amount of land that is 
(25)…………………… for growing food. 

Question 21: A. attends        B. refers              C. directs           D. aims 

Question 22: A. too               B. extreme          C. such              D. all 

Question 23: A. Besides       B. As instance    C. For example  D. Therefore 

Question 24: A. water           B. hydro              C. marine           D. coastal 

Question 25: A. available     B. able                 C. capable         D. probable 

IV. Read the following passage and choose the correct answer 
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A large supermarket was looking for a manager for a new store they were planning to open. 
Out of over 90 people who had applied for the post they had chosen five and asked them to 
come for an interview. 

The first (26)______, Mr. Riley, walked into the interview room. He was smartly dressed, 
but it was clear that he was listening to a personal stereo. He sat down, (27)______off his 
shoes and lit a cigarette. One of the interviewers said that they would prefer him not to 
smoke and Mr. Riley apologize D. Just at that moment, a telephone rang. Mr. Riley reached 
into his pocket, took (28)______his mobile phone and began a conversation with a friend of 
his. After a minute or two, the interviewers had enough and said they wanted to begin. 
“Certainly, go ahead, “said Mr. Riley. They (29)______him why he wanted the job. “I don’t,” 
he replied. “But I (30)______like a day in London, and you’ve already paid my train fare to 
come up here for the interview. 

Question 26: A. applied     B. application     C. applicant     D. applier 

Question 27: A. took          B. put                 C. wore            D. taken 

Question  28: A. off            B. in                   C. out               D. over 

Question  29: A. said         B. told                C. warned         D. asked 

Question  30: A. felt           B. wanted          C. was              D. needed 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or 
phrase closest in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following 
questions from 31 to 33. 

Question 31:  I used to meet him occasionally on Fifth Avenue. 

A. in one occasion      B. once in a while    C. one time        D. none is correct 

Question 32: Biogas can be utilized for electricity production, cooking, space heating, 
water heating and process heating. 

A. increase                 B. sparing                C. generation       D. reformation 

Question 33:  We spent the entire day looking for a new apartment. 

A. the long day          B. all long day          C. day after day   D. all day long 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the 
word(s) opposite in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following 
questions from 34 to 35. 

Question 34:  During the five-decade history, the Asian Games have been advancing in all 
aspects. 

A. holding to     B. holding back    C. holding at         D. holding by 

Question 35: She decided to remain celibate and devote her life to helping the homeless 

and orphans. 

A. divorced        B. married           C. single                D. separated 

VII. Choose the best option A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. Make your choice 
on the answer sheet. 

Question 36: you/ like/ read/ novels/ free time? 

A. You like reading novels in your free time? 

B. Do you like reading novels free time? 
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C. Do you like reading novels in your free time? 

D. Do you like to read novels free time? 

Question 37.  I/ like/ people/ work/ hard.    

A.I like people who works hard. 

B.I like people who working hard. 

C.I like people who is working hard. 

D. I like people working hard. 

Question 38: what/ beautiful/ girl! 

A. What beautiful is the girl! 

B. What beautiful girl! 

C. What a beautiful girl! 

D. What a beautifully girl! 

Question 39: The Browns/ live/ London/ since 1992/. 

A. The Browns have lived in London since 1992. 

B. The Browns have lived in London for 1992. 

C. The Browns have lived in London when 1992. 

D. The Browns have been living in London for 1992. 

Question 40: Our classroom/ always/ clean/ before/ classes. 

A. Our classroom always cleaned before classes. 

B. Our classroom is always cleaning before classes. 

C. Our classroom is always cleaned before classes. 

D. Our classroom always is cleaned before classes. 

Key 

1. C 11. C 21. B 31. B 

2. A 12. D 22. C 32. C 

3. C 13. B 23. C 33. D 

4. C 14. B 24. C 34. B 

5. D 15. C 25. A 35. B 

6. C 16. C 26. C 36. C 

7. B 17. B 27. A 37. D 

8. D 18. D 28. C 38. C 

9. C 19. A 29. D 39. A 

10. D 20. D 30. A 40. C 

2. Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 2 

TRƯỜNG THPT KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 
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NGUYỄN THỊ MINH KHAI 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the word that has different stress pattern from that of the rest. 

1. A. survival     B. valuable     C. condition   D. gorilla 

2. A. accurate   B. protection   C. subject      D. surgeon 

II. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the 
rest. 

3. A. depend    B. reduce        C. between    D. leopard 

4. A. chew        B. drew           C. grew          D. few 

5. A. type         B. digest          C. Aborigine   D. describe 

III. Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D ) to the sentence below. 

6. The committee ____________ of different people of different views. 

A. composes    B. comprises    C. consists    D. contains 

7. The scientific study of life and structure of plants and animals is called__________ 

A. botany          B. biology         C. zoology     D. technology 

8. Endangered animals should be well protected in their natural___________. 

A. situation         B. position       C. habitat        D. status 

9. There are different ______ of books for people to read in different ways. 

A. models           B. styles          C. sizes           D. types 

10. There are a lot of ______ of pollution from our modern world. 

A. bases             B. resources    C. foundation  D. sources 

11. The diesel engine was named ________ its inventor Rudolf Diesel. 

A. along             B. to                 C. after            D. with 

12. Inflation and unemployment can ______ some companies to the verge of bankruptcy. 

A. show             B. led               C. cause          D. drive 

13. This superhighway is about 7000 miles in _______. 

A. depth            B. width            C. weight         D. length 

14. Reviewers describes this novel _____ " hard-to-put-down". 

A. about            B. resembles    C. as               D. like 

15. When you are _____ holiday, you may "swallow " a good story because of lack of time. 

A. at                  B. in                  C. for              D. on 

16. _"Can I carry the bag for you? It seems very heavy." _" _____________. I can manage" 

A. No, thanks       B. You are welcome  

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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C. Sorry                D. Yes, please 

17. " Do you mind driving?" - " ________ " 

A. Never mind, thank you        B. You're welcome 

C. Yes, please                         D. I'm feeling pretty tired. 

18. "You can all come to my party?" - " __________ " 

A. Yes, I shall.          B. Excellent!  

C. Yes, already         D. Thanks a lot 

19. "Would you mind if I smoked?" - " _________". 

A. Yes, please don't      B. Not at all 

C. Yes, please do         D. No, please! 

20. You should hand him this letter of recommendation when you _____ there tomorrow. 

A. came         B. come          C. will come    D. are going to come 

21. I ________ with my parents here when I was a child. 

A. have lived  B. lived           C. had lived     D. was living 

22. They have lived next door to us for years, ______ we hardly ever see them. 

A. so               B. yet             C. however      D. therefore 

23. There is still much to discuss. We shall, _______, return to this item at our next 
meeting. 

A. so            B. therefore        C. however         D. already 

24. The drainage of wetlands, cutting of forests, ______ and road and dam construction 
have destroyed natural habitats. 

A. urban       B. urbanization  C. preservation   D. conservation 

25. Many people thought that television with color, picture and action could replace books, 
but, ______, it hasn't killed reading. 

A. however  B. because         C. in fact              D. therefore 

26. You _____ go on diet; but you _______ eat sensibly. 

A. must/ needn't              B. needn't/ must  

C. should/ needn't           D. don't need/ should 

27. If the pain has gone, you _____ take any more of these tablets. 

A. needn't     B. should           C. won't need       D. have to 

28. Different conservation measures ______ so as to save vulnerable species. 

A. can't have been taken      B. have been taken 

C. must have taken               D. would have taken 

29. I didn't meet him yesterday. He ________ on business. 

A. should go           B. should have gone  

C. must go              D. must have gone 
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30. The boss has got angry. I ________ more careful when I talked to him. 

A. need have been         B. must have been  

C. should have been      D. can have been 

31. It's a pity she didn't take her doctor's advice. She wishes ________. 

A. she takes her doctor's advice          B. she would take her doctor's advice 

C. she had taken her doctor's advice   D. she took her doctor's advice 

32. " She will have to correct the mistakes " means that " ________" 

A. The mistakes will have to be corrected. B. The mistakes will be have to corrected. 

C. The mistakes will be had to correct.       D. The mistakes will have been to correct. 

33. Who did you help? 

A. Who was helped you?        B. Who was helped by you? 

C. Who helped you?                 D. Who did you be helped? 

34. The furniture was so expensive that I didn't buy it. 

A. The furniture was very expensive that I didn't buy it. 

B. The furniture was too expensive for me to buy. 

C. The furniture was too expensive for me to buy it. 

D. The furniture was too expensive that I didn't buy it. 

35. ________________, I would have learned how to read. 

A. Unless I had been go to school as a child 

B. If I been able to go to school as a child 

C. If I could be able to go to school as a child 

D. Had I been able to go to school as a child 

IV. Which underlined part needs correcting? 

36. A lot of articles about the environmental pollution have written by my classmates. 

A. have written     B. environmental    C. about                D. A lot of 

37. Some people think that more and more people have television in their homes, less and 
less people will buybooks to read. 

A. will buy             B. more and more  C. in their homes   D. less and less 

38. Plant and animal extinct leads to a loss of biodiversity, so maintaining biodiversity is 
important for us in many ways. 

A. extinct              B. a loss                  C. so                     D. in many ways 

39. This kind of grass can grow only in loosen sand on the crest. 

A. only in               B. on the                 C. grass               D. loosen sand 

40. The tourist guide only has a twenty-dollar bill with her when she landed at the airport. 

A. when                B. has                      C. at                     D. twenty-dollar bill 

Key 
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I. Choose the word that has different stress pattern from that of the rest. 

1. B. valuable 

2. B. protection 

II. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the 
rest. 

3. D. leopard 

4. D. few 

5. C. Aborigine 

III. Choose the best answer (A, B, C or D ) to the sentence below. 

6. C. consists  

7. B. biology  

8. C. habitat  

9. D. types  

10. D. sources 

11. C. after  

12. B. led  

13. D. length  

14. C. as  

15. B. in 

16. A. No, thanks  

17. A. Never mind, thank you  

18. B. Excellent  

19. B. Not at all  

20. B. come 

21. B. lived  

22. C. however  

23. B. therefore  

24. B. urbanization  

25. A. however 

26. B. needn't/ must  

27. A. needn't  

28. B. have been taken  

29. D. must have gone  

30. C. should have been 

31. C. she had taken her doctor's advice 
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32. A. The mistakes will have to be corrected. 

33. B. Who was helped by you? 

34. B. The furniture was too expensive for me to buy. 

35. D. Had I been able to go to school as a child 

IV. Which underlined part needs correcting? 

36. A. have written 

37. D. less and less 

38. A. extinct 

39. D. loosen sand 

40. B. has 

V. Read the passage and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) is the most appropriate 
to each blank. 

41. B. ways 

42. C. contaminates 

43. C. pesticides 

44. C. even 

45. D. reduces 

VI. Read the following passage carefully and choose the best answer to each 
question. 

46. A. The Lock Ness Monster 

47. B. Nessie 

48. A. Nessie is reportedly a pre-historic creature 

49. B. The Loch Ness Monster like other pre-historic creatures has died out and becomes 
extinct. 

50. C. in a lovely way 

3. Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 3 

TRƯỜNG THPT 

NGUYỄN THÁI HỌC 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the 
others in each group. 

Question 1: A. gold          B. board           C. cold             D. coat 

Question 2: A. weather    B. pleasure       C. feature        D. feather 

Question 3: A. schools     B. years           C. states           D. systems 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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II. Choose the word whose main stress is put on a different syllable from that of the 
others in the group. 

Question 4: A. confidence    B. obedient       C. supportive    D. solution 

Question 5: A. mischievous  B. secondary    C. biologist       D. generally 

III. Choose the word or phrase (A, B, C or D) that best completes each sentence. 

Question 6: Let's get the house cleaned up before he............ 

A. arrived           B. arrives           C. is arriving          D. will arrive 

Question 7: More than half of the world's periodicals are printed ............ English. 

A. from               B. with                C. in                      D. by 

Question 8: My mother is a worker in a big factory. She usually works in ............. 

A. portions         B. shifts              C. divisions           D. parts 

Question 9: "Am I ...........you?" She asked anxiously. 

A. bore               B. bored             C. boredom          D. boring 

Question 10: The Beatles used to be the idol of many young people in ................. 

A. 1960s            B. the 1960         C. the 1960s        D. 1960's 

Question 11: Teacher: "Who is responsible for this?" - Ben: "______" 

A. No, I won't.             B. I know who you are. 

C. I believe Mike is.    D. I don't have it. 

Question 12: Nam: I think love is supposed to .............. marriage because if we have love, 
we will have a happy marriage! 

Mai: Yes, I totally agree with you. 

A. advance        B. precede         C. take over         D. beyond 

Question 13: Pat: "Congratulations! You've got a promotion!" 

Steve: " ............." 

A. Not at all        B. I'm so sorry  C. Thanks             D. No problem 

Question 14: In our class, if you whistle to get the person's attention, it is considered 

................ 

A. rude               B. rudely           C. in rude              D. be rude 

Question 15: My parents were very ............. during my passing the exams. 

A. believable      B. supportive    C. happy                D. pleasant 

Question 16: Because early man............ no written records, archeologists search for 
bones, tools, and other remains. 

A. kept                B. keeps           C. keep                 D. has kept 

Question 17: Apply this cream to your skin ................ you won't get sunburned. 

A. despite           B. whereas       C. although           D. so that 

Question 18: "Don't be so disappointed, Bill. You can take the driving test again," said 

Helen. 
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In reported speech: 

A. Helen told Bill not to be disappointed and not to take the driving test again. 

B. Helen told Bill to be disappointed because of the driving test again. 

C. Helen said Bill not to be disappointed in order to take the driving test again. 

D. Helen encouraged Bill to take the driving test again. 

Question 19: I really apologize ............ you waiting. 

A. of keeping         B. to keep           C. to keeping          D. for keeping 

Question 20: It took us a long time to get here. It was............... trip. 

A. a three—hour   B. three hour       C. a three—hours   D. three hours 

Question 21: After the floods, there were many schemes to ................ money to help the 

homeless. 

A. raise                  B. rise                 C. arise                   D. raze 

Question 22: Pam: "What do you do?" - Brian: ": ................." 

A. I'm a telephone installer    B. I'm doing my homework 

C. I look for my key                D. I'm fine. Thank you 

Question 23: ................ thinking carefully, he tends to jump to conclusions. 

A. In spite of           B. Even though        C. Apart from          D. Instead of 

Question 24: Are you a student? If so, which university do you ................? 

A. provide               B. go on                   C. attend                D. learn 

Question 25: Custard is an egg dessert ............ primarily of eggs, sugar, and milk. 

A. which consisting       B. consists  

C. which is consisted    D. consisting 

Question 26: By the time he got to work, he .............. three cups of coffee. 

A. had drunk          B. have drunk           C. was drinking      D. drinking 

Question 27: In my family, my mother is the one who always does household ............. 

A. chorus               B. chore                     C. waste               D. appliance 

Question 28: Nam: "Which do you prefer, the red or the blue?" 

Tan: "______." 

A. Yes, I like it         B. Both of them are very cheap 

C. Neither                D. Yes, they're very nice 

Question 29: You should find out as much as possible about the job and the __________ 

A. place                 B. vacancy                 C. position            D. blank 

Question 30: Nam: I didn't know you could play table-tennis so well. You must have 
practiced a lot. 

Hung: ................ 

A. Oh, no. I don't think so. 
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B. I think you must have played better than I. 

C. Really? Do you think so? 

D. You must be joking. I've just learnt to play it. 

Key 

1. B   2. C   3. C   4. A    5. C   6. B   7. C    8. B   9. D    10. C  

11. C   12. B   13. C   14. A   15. B   16. A   17. D   18. D   19. D   20. A  

21. A   22. A    23. D   24. C   25. D   26. A   27. B   28. C   29. B   30. D 

4. Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 4 

TRƯỜNG THPT 

HOÀNG VĂN THỤ 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 
underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following 
sentences: 

Question 1: A. centralized          B. appeared          C. laughed            D. certified 

Question 2: A. types                   B. sources             C. pages               D. chances 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs 
from the other three in the position of primary stress in each of the following 
sentences: 

Question 3: A. compel                 B. neglect              C. vacuum            D. accept 

Question 4: A. panda                   B. income              C. approach          D. omen 

Question 5: A. confide                  B. refer                  C. comprise           D. frighten 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 
each of the following sentences: 

Question 6: If something _______ your attention or your eye, you notice it or become 

interested in it. 

A. pays                B. catches                C. allow                  D. wave 

Question 7: Asian students agree that a husband is obliged ........ tell his wife where he has 
been or why he comes home late. 

A. of                     B. to                         C. with                    D. at 

Question 8: Tom enjoys having fun by causing trouble. He's a very ..................... boy. 

A. stubborn          B. mischievous        C. bright                  D. spoiled 

Question 9: Some candidates failed the oral examination because they didn't have enough 

_____. 
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A. confidence       B. confident             C. confide                D. confidential 

Question 10: He is contented ....... what he is having now. 

A. in                      B. of                         C. to                        D. with 

Question 11: His achievements were partly due to the _____ of his wife. 

A. assistance        B. assistant              C. assisted             D. assist 

Question 12: Her family and friends have given her lots of ............... . 

A. support             B. supports              C. supporters          D. supportive 

Question 13: It was ........... of you to leave the medicine where the children could get it. 

A. careful               B. careless              C. caring                 D. care 

Question 14: The next train to Da Nang ....... at 3.05. So, we still have 15 minutes for 

lunch. 

A. left                     B. is leaving             C. leaves                D. will leave 

Question 15: Looking _______ three children all day is a hard work. 

A. to                       B. through                C. after                   D. up 

Question 16: Our consultant ......... the results of her advice by the end of this week. 

A. knows                B. will have known   C. has known        D. had known 

Question 17: Some people are concerned with physical ............ when choosing a wife or 
husband. 

A. attractive            B. attract                  C. attractively        D. attractiveness 

Question 18: Billy, come and give me a hand with cooking. (Mark the letter A, B, C, or D 

on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined 
word(s)) 

A. prepare               B. help                    C. attempt              D. be busy 

Question 19: - How well you are playing! 

- ________. 

A. I think so. I am proud of myself          B. Say it again. I like to hear your words 
C. Thanks anyway                                  D. Many thanks. That is a nice compliment 

Question 20: You are not _______ to say anything unless you wish to do so. 

A. obliged                B. willing                 C. equal                 D. attracted 

Question 21: He had never experienced such discourtesy towards the president as it 

occurred at the annual meeting in May. (Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet 
to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s)) 

A. politeness           B. rudeness            C. encouragement  D. measurement 

Question 22: In many cultures, people signify their agreement by _______ their head. 

A. turning                B. raising                C. pointing               D. nodding 

Question 23: The assistant of Mr Jones ......... more responsible in the last 6 months. 

A. will become         B. has become       C. becomes            D. became 
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Question 24: She was full of .................to achieve her goals. 

A. confidence           B. decision             C. determination     D. obligation 

Question 25: - You look great in this new dress. 

             - ________. 

A. With pleasure                                     B. Not at all 
C. I am glad you like it                            D. Do not say anything about it 

Question 26: I recognized my grandmother as soon as she got _______ the plane 
although we had not seen each other for more than 10 years. 

A. over                      B. of                      C. away                    D. off 

Question 27: We went out for _____ meal last night. _____ restaurant we went to was 

excellent. 

A. a/                       B. a/ The               C. the/                    D. the/ A 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part 
that needs correction in each of the following sentences: 

Question 28: When I was watching TV, my grandmother was coming. 

                                             A            B                 C                  D 

Question 29: Much progress on computers has made since 1950. 
 

                                A                        B                C                    D 

Question 30: Huong said to me that her family will go on holiday the following Sunday. 

                                         A                                    B               C                      D 

IV. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet 
to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks 
from Question 31 to Question 35: 

Every nation and every country has its own customs and .....(31).... In Britain, traditions play 
a more important ...(32)... in the life of the people than in other countries. Englishmen are 
proud of ....(33).... traditions and carefully keep them up. It has been the law for about 300 
years that all theaters are closed on Sundays . No letters are delivered, only a few Sunday 
papers are ......(34)........ To this day an English family prefers an house with a garden 
........(35)......... a flat in a modern house with a central heating. 

English people like gardens. Sometimes the garden in front of the house is a little 
square covered with cement painted garden in imitation of grass and a box of flowers. 

Question 31: A. made          B. bought          C. published           D. thrown away 

Question 32: A. on               B. upon             C. to                       D. with 

Question 33: A. traditional   B. traditionally   C. tradition             D. traditions 

Question 34: A. his              B. my                 C. our                    D. their 

Question 35: A. interest       B. purpose         C. thing                 D. part 

V. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet 
to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions from Question 36 to Question 
40: 
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My aunt is one of those people who can talk to anyone about anything. If she goes to a 
party where she doesn't know any of the people, she just walks up to the first person that 
she sees and introduces herself. And yet she doesn't seem to talk about deeply important 
things like politics or religion. 

She always starts off with something very obvious like the other person's job. Very soon 
she's talking as if she's known the other person for years. I asked her once what her secret 
was. She said that the most important thing in a conversation was listening. People love to 
talk about themselves, so if you allow them to do so, it's very easy to keep a conversation 
going. You have to listen very carefully and ask questions. And you have to look interested, 
too. So don't keep looking at other things in the room while 
you're talking to someone. 

Another thing that I've noticed is that she only pays people compliments. She says: 'I like 
your hair. Which hairdresser do you go to?' or 'You look very well. Have you been on 
holiday?' Friendly messages like this seem to provide an easy way into a conversation. 

Question 36: According to the passage, my aunt often starts a conversation by talking 
about _______. 

A. the other person's job           B. the other person's health 

C. the other person's wealth     D. the other person's daily activities 

Question 37: What should you NOT do when you have a conversation with someone? 

A. Looking at other things in the room   

B. Looking very interested in his or her story 

C. Listening very carefully and asking questions  

D. Paying him or her compliments 

Question 38: My aunt thinks that it's very easy to keep a conversation going if you_______. 

A. ask people about their secrets         B. let people hear about yourself 

C. talk about politics or religion            D. let people talk about themselves 

Question 39: According to my aunt, the most important thing in a conversation was 
________. 

A. speaking            B. looking              C. listening                D. discussing 

Question 40: At parties where she does not know anybody, my aunt normally ________. 

A. asks people to introduces themselves to her 

B. comes over to the first person and introduces herself 

C. feels embarrassed and stays away from people 

D. sits alone and avoids talking to other people 

Key 

1. C   2. A   3. C   4. C   5. D   6. B   7. B   8. B    9. A   10. D  

11. A   12. A    13. B   14. C   15. C   16. B   17. D   18. B   19. D   20. A  

21. B   22. D    23. B   24. C    25. C   26. D   27. B   28. D  29. C   30. B  

31. C   32. C    33. D   34. D    35. D   36. A   37. A   38. D   39. C  40. B 
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5.  Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 5 

TRƯỜNG THPT 

QUANG TRUNG 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the word which has the underlined part pronounced differently from the 
rest. 

1. a. requirements  b. subject  c. secondary  d. levels 

2. a. specialize  b. variety  c. particular  d. wide 

3. a. equivalent  b. technique  c. question  d. quite 

4. a. compound  b. course  c. around  d. hour 

5. a. apply             b. carefully  c. entry  d. discovery 

II. Choose a, b, c, or d that best completes each unfinished sentence, substitutes the 
underlined part, or has a close meaning to the original one. 

6. He has been learning hard to prepare _______ the coming final exam. 

a. for            

b. with          

c. on           

d. over 

7. Assessment is commonly _______ form of written test. 

a. on             

b. of          

c. at          

d. in 

8. _______ the end of the course, the students have to take an exam on four basic skills of 
the target language. 

a. In               

b. At           

c. On          

d. For 

9. The position require a BA degree or something _______. 

a. equivalent          

b. equivalently        

c. equivalence       

d. equivalences 
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10. Statistics indicate that depressed patients are more likely to become ill than are 
_______ people. 

a. normal             

b. normally            

c. normality        

d. normalize 

11. They are university professors who ______ in the history of the Russian empire. 

a. special             

b. specially           

c. specialize           

d. specialization 

12. The purpose of secondary education is to give students common knowledge to ______ 
for either higher education or vocational education. 

a. require             

b. prepare             

c. ask             

d. demand 

13. Secondary education in Hong Kong is largely based on the British education _______. 

a. level               

b. work                

c. base         

d. system 

14. In New Zealand students _______ secondary school at the ages from about 13 to 18. 

a. do                 

b. assess               

c. take       

d. attend 

15. Secondary school in Pakistan begins from grade 9 and __ for four years. 

a. lasts               

b. spends              

c. requires           

d. prepare 

16. What is your major _______ at university? - I learn physics. 

a. assessment          

b. evaluation            

c. subject        
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d. purpose 

17. After _______ the relevant A Level qualifications the student can enter university. 

a. assuming               

b. attaining         

c. meeting           

d. earning 

18. _______ school is very important for _______ country to develop. 

a. The/ a                    

b. The I Ø             

c. Ø/ Ø         

d. Ø/ a 

19. What time would we get there _______ the subway? 

a. we took                 

b. if we take 

c. unless we take             

d. provided that we took 

20. If it _______ an hour ago, we would have stayed inside. 

a. rains              

b. rained           

c. had rained          

d. were raining 

21. If I feel too excited to sleep, I _______ reading one of our reports. 

a. will try             

b. try               

c. would try         

d. would have tried 

22. If he _______ well on the training courses last year, he _______ offered the promotion 
now. 

a. did/ were                     

b. did/ would be 

c. had done/ would have been       

d. had done/ would be. 

23. _______ I had learned English when I was at high school. 

a. If                 

b. Provided            
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c. Unless           

d. If only 

24. ______ he gets here soon, we will have to start the meeting without him. 

a. Unless               

b. If only               

c. Even if            

d. If 

25. He took me to the university _______. 

a. he used to study                 

b. in that he used to study 

c. where he used to study              

d. which he used to study 

26. _______ gets the highest grade will be awarded a scholarship.. 

a. Student            

b. Any student           

c. Any student who           

d. Any student when 

27. He was the only American representative _______ at the conference. 

a. when we met            

b. we met        

c. where we met        

d. we met whom 

28. My favorite month is always February ___ we celebrate Valentine's Day. 

a. that                 

b. which           

c. in when            

d. in which 

29. My father told me to tell him the reason _______ I had been home late. 

a. why                

b. which             

c. for that          

d. for why 

30. The Eiffel Tower _______ design was revolutionary at its time, is still a marvelous 
structure. 

a. which                
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b. that               

c. whose             

d. whom 

III. Choose the sentence which has the closest meaning to the original one. 

31. I did not come to your party due to the rain. 

a. If it did not rained, I would come to your party. 

b. It was the rain that prevented me from coming to your party. 

c. Even though it rained, I came to your party. 

d. Suppose it. did not rain, I would come to your party. 

32. They got success since they took my advice. 

a. They took my advice, and failed. 

b. If they did not. take my advice, they would not get success. 

c. But for taking my advice, they would not have got success. 

d. My advice stopped them from getting success. 

33. Unless you come on time, we will go without you. 

a. Come on time or we will go without you. 

b. Come on time, we will go without you. 

c. Because of your punctuality, we will go without you. 

d. Without jour coming on time, we will go. 

34. Thanks to her high grades at university, she is offered the position. 

a. If she had not got high grades at university, she would not be offered the position. 

b. It was her high grades at university which offer her the position. 

c. If she had not got high grades at university, she would not have been offered the 
position. 

d. Without her high grades at university, she is not offered the position. 

35. I am very interested in the book you lent me last week. 

a. The book is interesting enough for you to lend me last week. 

b. It was the interesting book which you lent me last week. 

c. The book which you lent me last week is too interesting to read. 

d. The book that you lent me last week interests me a lot. 

IV. Read the two passages carefully and choose the correct answer. 

The Test of English as a Foreign Language (or TOEFL for short) evaluates the potential 
success of an individual to use and understand Standard American English at a college 
level. It is required for non-native applicants at many English-speaking colleges and 
universities. Additionally, institutions such as government agencies, businesses, or 
scholarship programs may require this test. A TOEFL score is valid for two years and then 
is deleted from the official database. Colleges and universities usually consider only the 
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most recent score. The TOEFL test is a registered trademark of Education Testing Service 
and is administered worldwide. The test was first administered in 1964 and has since 
been*taken by nearly 20 million students. Since its introduction in late 2005, the Internet-
Based test (iBT) has progressively replaced both the computer-based (CBT)and paper-
based (PBT) tests. The iBT has been introduced in with the United States, Canada, France, 
Germany, and Italy in 2005 and the rest of the world in 2006, with test centers added 
regularly. Although the demand for test seats was very high, and candidates had to wait for 
months, it is now possible to take the test within one to four weeks in most countries. The 
four-hour test consists of four sections, each measuring mainly one of the basic language 
skills (although some tasks may require multiple skills) focusing on language used in an 
academic, higher-education environment. Note-taking is allowed during the iBT. The test 
cannot be taken more than once a week. 

36. TOEFL is required for all high school students in the US. 

a. True           

b. False        

c. No information 

37. Students in Vietnam can take iBT since 2005. 

a. True            

b. False           

c. No information 

38. There are no government agencies that require TOEFL. 

a. True            

b. False           

c. No information 

39. There are three forms of taking TOEFL. 

a. True             

b. False           

c. No information 

40. The iBT takes four hours for each candidate to complete. 

a. True                

b. False          

c. No information 

Key 

1. d      2. c   3. b     4. b     5. a     

6. a 7. d 8. b 9. a 10. a 

11. c 12. b 13. d 14. d 15. a 

16. c 17. b 18. d 19. d 20. c 

21. a 22. d 23. d 24. a 25. c 
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26. c 27. b 28. d 29. a 30. c 

31. b 32. c 33. a 34. a 35. d 

36. b 37. b 38. b 39. a 40. a 

6.  Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 6 

TRƯỜNG THPT 

NGÔ MÂY 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the best answer to complete the blank in each of the following sentences. 

Question 1: If the lecturer last night____________Dr. Mason, I would have listened 
carefully. 

A. would be B. was     C. had been     D. were 

Question 2: The party we went to last night was not very enjoyable. 

A. which     B. what     C. when     D. where 

Question 3: Sometimes she does not agree____________her husband about child 

rearing but they soon find the solutions. 

A. on     B. with    C. for     D. of 

Question 4: It wasn’t an awful experience. It was the worst thing____________has ever 
happened to me. 

A. which    B. what     C. that     D. why 

Question 5: We____________touch since we school three years ago. 

A. have lost / left 

B. have lost / leave 

C. lost / have left 

D. were losing / had left 

Question 6: Points will be added to the Entrance Examination scores for those who hold 
an excellent high school 

A. degree 

B. certificate 

C. diploma 

D. qualification 

Question 7: ____________ yet? 

A. Had the letters typed 

B. Have the letters typed 

C. Have the letters been typed 
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D. Have been the letters typed 

Question 8: Before I____________for that job, I____________my parents for advice. 

A. applied/ had asked 

B. applied/ asked 

C. had applied/ asked 

D. applied/ have asked 

Question 9: In Vietnam, application forms for the National Entrance Examinations must 
be____________before the deadline, often in April. 

A. submitted 

B. filed 

C. issued 

D. signed 

Question 10: John asked me____________that film the night before. 

A. if had I seen 

B. if I had seen 

C. had I seen 

D. that I saw 

Question 11: I____________Tom with me if I had known you and he didn’t get along well 

with each other. 

A. didn’t bring 

B. wouldn’t have brought 

C. hadn’t brought 

D. won’t bring 

Question 12: Remember to bring with you your school certificate and letters of 

____________from your teachers or your previous employers when you come to the 
interview. 

A. invitation 

B. advertisement 

C. assignment 

D. recommendation 

II. Choose the word with different pronunciation of the underlined part. 

Question 13: 

A. question 

B. education 

C. addition 

D. application 
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Question 14: 

A. allowed 

B. passed 

C. argued 

D. raised 

III. Choose the word that has the stress differently from that of the other words. 

Question 15: 

A. enthusiasm 

B. experience 

C. certificate 

D. concentrate 

Question 16: 

A. industry 

B. interview 

C. interviewer 

D. interviewee 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 
OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 17: The US troops are using much more sophisticated weapons in the Far East. 

A. simple 

B. complicated 

C. difficult 

D. expensive 

Question 18: The manager in this company is always courteous to customers. 

A. disappointed 

B. optimistic 

C. gentle 

D. impolite 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable 
response to complete each of the following exchanges. 

Question 19: Mary: "I had a really good time. Thank for the lovely party" - Jane: 
"__________" 

A. Yes, it's really good 

B. Oh that's right 

C. No, it's very kind of you 

D. I'm glad you enjoyed it 
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Question 20: Jim: “This dictionary is for you. I hope you will find it useful.” - Mai : 
"__________" 

A. Thanks. I’ll do it 

B. No problem! 

C. Thanks. It’s very kind of you 

D. Yes, please 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) SIMILAR 
in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 21: There was a long period without rain in the countryside last year so the 
harvest was poor. 

A. drought 

B. epidemic 

C. flood 

D. famine. 

Question 22: "He insisted on listening to the entire story". 

A. part 

B. interesting 

C. funny 

D. whole 

VII. Choose the correct answer that complete these given words. 

Question 23: Laser / device / concentrate / light waves / intense beam. 

A. Laser is a device which concentrates light waves into an intense light beam. 

B. The laser is a device which concentrates light waves and an intense light beam. 

C. Laser is a device concentrates light waves into an intense light beam. 

D. The laser is a device to concentrate light waves to an intense light beam. 

Question 24: He / suffer / rare tropical disease / which / contracted / while / Africa 

A. He still suffers from a rare tropical disease which contracted while he was in Africa. 

B. He still suffers from a rare tropical disease which he contracted while he was in Africa. 

C. He suffers from a rare tropical disease which he contracts while in Africa. 

D. He suffers from a rare tropical disease which was contracted while he is in Africa. 

VIII. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part 
that needs correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 25: Higher education is very importance to national economies, and it is also a 
source of trained and educated personnel for the whole country. 

A. economies 

B. educated 

C. the whole country 
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D. importance 

Question 26: The students are going to hearing three short conversations about food. 

A. The students 

B. going 

C. hearing three short 

D. about food 

Question 27: The students are going to hearing three short conversations about food. 

A. have 

B. nervously 

C. excited 

D. feel 

IX. Choose the sentence that is closest in the meaning to the root one. 

Question 28: I didn’t know you were coming, so I didn’t wait for you. 

A. If I had known you were coming, I would wait for you. 

B. Had I know you were coming, I would have waited for you. 

C. I would have waited for you if I knew you were coming. 

D. If I had known you were coming, I would have waited for you. 

Question 29: “ Do you watch television every evening, Jane?”, said Peter. 

A. Peter asked Jane if she watched TV every evening. 

B. Peter asks Jane if does she watch TV every evening. 

C. Peter asked Jane if she’d watched TV every evening. 

D. Peter asked Jane did she watch TV every evening. 

Question 30: I did not answer the door even though I knew it was my friend. 

A. Unless I knew it was my friend, I would not answer the door. 

B. I knew it was my friend, but I did not answer the door. 

C. Only when I answered the door did I knew it was my friend. 

D. I answered the door since I knew it was my friend. 

X. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer 
sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the questions. 

Millions of people are using cell phones today. In many places, it is actually considered 
unusual not to use one. In many countries, cell phones are very popular with young 
people. They find that the phones are more than a means of communication - having a 
mobile phone shows that they are cool and connected. 

The explosion in mobile phone use around the world has made some health professionals 
worried. Some doctors are concerned that in the future many people may suffer health 
problems from the use of mobile phones. In England, there has been a serious debate 
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about this issue. Mobile phone companies are worried about the negative publicity of such 
ideas. They say that there is no proof that mobile phones are bad for your health. 

On the other hand, medical studies have shown changes in the brain cells of some people 
who use mobile phones. Signs of change in the tissues of the brain and head can be 
detected with modern scanning equipment. In one case, a travelling salesman had to retire 
at young age because of serious memory loss. He couldn't remember even simple tasks. 
He would often forget the name of his own son. This man used to talk on his mobile phone 
for about six hours a day, every day of his working week, for a couple of years. His family 
doctor blamed his mobile phone use, but his employer's doctor didn't agree. What is it that 
makes mobile phones potentially harmful? The answer is radiation. High- tech machines 
can detect very small amounts of radiation from mobile phones. Mobile phone companies 
agree that there is some radiation, but they say the amount is too small to worry about. 

As the discussion about their safety continues, it appears that it's best to use mobile 
phones less often. Use your regular phone if you want to talk for a long time. Use your 
mobile phone only when you really need it. Mobile phones can be very useful and 
convenient, especially in emergencies. In the future, mobile phones may have a warning 
label that says they are bad for your health. So for now, it's wise not to use your mobile 
phone too often 

Question 31: According to the passage, cell phones are especially popular with young 
people because 

A. they keep the users alert all the time.s 

B. they are indispensable in everyday communications.s 

C. they make them look more stylish.s 

D. they cannot be replaced by regular phones.s 

Question 32: The word "means" in the passage most closely means 

A. transmission 

B. method 

C. meanings 

D. expression 

Question 33: Doctors have tentatively concluded that cell phones may . 

A. change their users' temperament 

B. damage their users' emotions. 

C. change their users' social behaviours. 

D. cause some mental malfunction 

Question 34: "Negative publicity" in the passage most likely means . 

A. the negative public use of cell phones. 

B. poor ideas about the effects of cell phones. 

C. information on the lethal effects of cell phones, 

D. widespread opinion about bad effects of cell phones. 

Question 35: The changes possibly caused by the cell phones are mainly concerned with 
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A. the mobility of the mind and the body. 

B. the arteries of the brain. 

C. the smallest units of the brain. 

D. the resident memory. 

Key 

1C 2A 3B 4C 5A 

6C 7C 8A 9A 10B 

11B 12D 13A 14B 15D 

16D 17A 18D 19D 20C 

21A 22D 23A 24B 25D 

26C 27B 28D 29A 30B 

31C 32B 33D 34D 35C 

7.  Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 7 

TRƯỜNG THPT 

LÊ QUANG ĐỊNH 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from 
the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

Question 1.  

A. distributed 

B. used 

C. emailed 

D. copied 

Question 2. 

A. invented 

B. contributed 

C. attributed 

D. welcomed 

Question 3. 

A. coughed 

B. developed 

C. introduced 

D. downloaded 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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Question 4. 

A. wicked 

B. reduced 

C. influenced 

D. expressed 

Question 5. 

A. accessed 

B. searched 

C. surfed 

D. recorded 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 
questions. 

Question 6. On some TV channels, a(n) ____ tells you what the next programme is going 
to be. 

A. journalist 

B. commentator 

C. announcer 

D. producer 

Question 7. The ____ involves TV, radio and even electronic forms of communication 
such as the Internet. 

A. media 

B. press 

C. network 

D. telecommunication 

Question 8. There's a(n) ____ in the paper about the Reality Television in Viet Nam. 

A. feature 

B. article 

C. essay 

D. announcement 

Question 9. I always get the news from my local radio ____. 

A. place 

B. site 

C. studio 

D. station 

Question 10. Johnny Depp rarely ____ invitations to do interviews. 

A. agrees 
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B. accepts 

C. denies 

D. approves 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 
questions. 

Question 11. Linda only ____ the film after she ____ the book. 

A. understood – read 

B. understood - had read 

C. had understood – read 

D. understood - was reading 

Question 12. ____ you ever ____ on TV before you ____ in this reality show? 

A. Had ... appeared - took part 

B. Have ... appeared - took part 

C. Did ... appear - had taken part 

D. Would ... appear - took part 

Question 13. I wasn't sure how Belinda would react because I ____ her long. 

A. didn't know 

B. wasn't knowing 

C. hadn't been knowing 

D. hadn't known 

Question 14. I wanted to say goodbye to Jerry, but he ____. 

A. was already left 

B. already left 

C. had already been leaving 

D. had already left 

Question 15. When we ____ to the airport, I realized that I ____ my passport at home. 

A. got - had left 

B. got - was left 

C. got - left 

D. had got - had left 

Question 16. He ____ the umbrella in his right hand trying to keep his balance. 

A. hold 

B. held 

C. has been holding 

D. has held 
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Question 17. When I met Walters about two years before his death he didn't seem 
satisfied. He ____ no major book since he settled in Uganda. 

A. has published 

B. could have published 

C. published 

D. had published 

Question 18. Throughout the campaign we ____ our candidate's photographs on the walls 
of public buildings, hoping to attract women's votes. 

A. have been hanging 

B. hanged 

C. hung 

D. have hung 

Question 19. Many of the people who attended Major Gordon's funeral ____ him for many 
years. 

A. didn't see 

B. wouldn't see 

C. haven't seen 

D. hadn't seen 

Question 20. Seeing Peter's handwriting on the envelope, she ____ the letter without 
reading it. She has not mentioned it ever since. 

A. was tearing 

B. tore 

C. had torn 

D. has torn 

IV. Mark the letter A. B. C or D to indicate the correct response to each of the 
following exchanges. 

Question 21. A: What are you doing later? 

B: ____ There's a program on that I really want to watch. 

A. I'm staying in tonight. 

B. I'm going to the cinema with Tom. 

C. I'll go out for a drink. 

D. I'm going to go to bed early. 

Question 22. A: Is there anything worth watching on the telly tonight? - B: ____ 

A. Yes, that's a good idea. 

B. No, it's all repeats again. 

C. Yes, there's an action film shown at the cinema. 

D. No, there's just an article on love stories. 
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Question 23. A: I really don't like chat shows very much. - B: ____ 

A. Yes, me too. 

B. Yes, so do I. 

C. No, nor do I. 

D. I do, either. 

Question 24. A: Have you seen they've made Oliver Twist into a TV series? - B: ____ 

A. Yes, there's a novel like that. 

B. Thanks, I'll see it. 

C. No, I don't like watching reality TV. 

D. Yes, it's on every Sunday for the next twelve weeks. 

Question 25. A: I want to record the MTV awards tonight. Could you set the video for me 
before we go out? - B: ____ 

A. Yes, of course. Which channel is it on? 

B. Yes, let's go to see it tonight. 

C. No, I prefer live concerts. 

D. No, I'm not into TV series. 

V. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct 
answer to each of the questions. 

Millions of people are using cellphones today. In many places, it is actually considered 
unusual not to use one. In many countries, cellphones are very popular with young people. 
They find that the phones are more than a means of communication - having a mobile 
phone shows that they are cool and connected. 

The explosion in mobile phone use around the world has made some health professional 
worried. Some doctors are concerned that in the future many people may suffer health 
problems from the use of mobile phones. In England, there has been a serious debate 
about this issue. Mobile phone companies are worried about the negative publicity of such 
ideas. They say that there is no proof that mobile phones are bad for your health. 

On the other hand, medical studies have shown changes in the brain cells of some people 
who use mobile phones. Signs of change in the tissues of the brain and head can be 
detected with modern scanning equipment. In one case, a traveling salesman had to retire 
at young age because of serious memory loss. He couldn't remember even simple tasks. 
He would often forget the name of his own son. This man used to talk on his mobile phone 
for about six hours a day, every day of his working week, for a couple of years. His family 
doctor blamed his mobile phone use, but his employer's doctor didn't agree. 

What is it that makes mobile phones potentially harmful? The answer is radiation. High-
tech machines can detect very small amounts of radiation from mobile phones. Mobile 
phone companies agree that there is some radiation, but they say the amount is too small 
to worry about. As the discussion about their safety continues, it appears that it's best to 
use mobile phones less often. 

Question 26. The most suitable title for the passage could be ____. 

A. Technological Innovations and Their Price 
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B. The Importance of Mobile Phones 

C. Mobile Phones: A Must of Our Time 

D. Advantages and Disadvantages of Mobile Phones 

Question 27. According to the passage, cellphones are especially popular with the youth 

because ____. 

A. they keep the users in alert all the time 

B. they are integral in daily communication 

C. they are the only effective means of communication 

D. they make them look more stylish 

Question 28. According to the passage, the changes possibly caused by the cellphones 

are mainly concerned with ____. 

A. the smallest units of the brain 

B. the central unit of the brain 

C. the structure of the brain 

D. the long-term memory 

Question 29. The words negative publicity in paragraph 2 most likely means ____. 

A. information on the lethal effects of cellphones 

B. the negative public use of cellphones 

C. widespread opinion about bad effects of cellphones 

D. constructive ideas about the effects of cellphones 

Question 30. The word their in the last paragraph refers to ____. 

A. mobile phone companies 

B. mobile phones 

C. high-tech machines 

D. radiations 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 
each of the following questions. 

Question 31. Stephanie was the last person to hand in the essay on the advantages and 

disadvantages of social networks. 

A. The last thing Stephanie handed in was her essay on the advantages and 
disadvantages of social networks. 

B. Everyone had submitted the essay on the advantages and disadvantages of social 
networks before Stephanie did. 

C. Among the last people who submitted the essay on the advantages and disadvantages 
of social networks was Stephanie. 

D. Everyone had heard about the essay on the advantages and disadvantages of social 
networks before Stephanie did. 
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Question 32. My eldest sister started working as a freelance journalist as soon as she 
graduated from university. 

A. No sooner had my eldest sister started working as a freelance journalist than she 
graduated from university. 

B. Hardly had my eldest started working as a freelance journalist when she graduated from 
university. 

C. No sooner had my eldest sister graduated from university than she started working as a 
freelance journalist. 

D. After my eldest sister graduated from university, she had started working as a freelance 
journalist. 

Question 33. Nancy failed to understand what the story was about until she saw the film 
based on it. 

A. Nancy doesn't understand what the story is about. 

B. Not until she saw the film based on it did Nancy understand what the story was about. 

C. It was until she saw the film based on it that Nancy understood what the story was 
about. 

D. Nancy went to see the film before she read the story. 

Question 34. He was so addicted to social networks that he quitted all other outdoor 

activities. 

A. He was not addicted enough to quit all other outdoor activities. 

B. He was such an addict to social networks that he quitted all other outdoor activities. 

C. The social networks are too addictive for him to quit all other outdoor activities. 

D. He had quitted all other outdoor activities before he became addicted to social 
networks. 

Question 35. As long as you stay calm, you have nothing to fear from the talk show. 

A. You have remained calm for a long time in spite of your fear of the talk show. 

B. Talk shows are only intimidating for people who are not extremely calm. 

C. Provided you do not get nervous, the talk show won't go badly for you. 

D. Even if you are afraid of the talk show, it is important not to express it. 

Key 

1A 2D 3D 4A 5D 

6C 7A 8B 9D 10B 

11B 12A 13D 14D 15A 

16B 17D 18C 19D 20B 

21A 22B 23C 24D 25A 

26A 27D 28A 29C 30B 

31B 32C 33B 34B 35C 

8.  Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 8 
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TRƯỜNG THPT 

TRẦN QUÝ CÁP 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the 
underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 1. When it comes to diversity, language can be a bridge for building 
relationships, or a tool for creating and maintaining divisions across differences. 

A. assimilation 

B. distinction 

C. uniformity 

D. variance 

Question 2. The situation got out of hand when the festival organisers couldn't foresee 
that the mob would get angry because they were stopped from taking the offerings.  

A. hard to complete 

B. difficult to control 

C. impossible to fit 

D. unlikely to happen 

Question 3. A number of practices at local festivals have come under strong scrutiny in 
recent years.  

A. approval 

B. attention 

C. disapproval 

D. examination 

Question 4. Local people believe that the festival is an opportunity to teach younger 
generations about patriotism and bravery. 

A. heroism 

B. justice 

C. loyalty 

D. truth 

Question 5. A smiling Princess Anne was attired in an aqua-blue hat and matching jacket, 
with white top. 

A. caught 

B. grabbed 

C. revealed 

D. shown 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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II. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in 
the position of the primary stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 6. 

A. anthem 

B. appear 

C. attire 

D. attend 

Question 7. 

A. unify 

B. unique 

C. uniqueness 

D. unite 

Question 8. 

A. assimilate 

B. diagnose 

C. festival 

D. scenery 

Question 9. 

A. diversity 

B. endanger 

C. geography 

D. opposite 

Question 10. 

A. circumstance 

B. considerate 

C. community 

D. identity 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following 
questions. 

Question 11. How long ____ Gerry? 

A. has you been knowing 

B. has you know 

C. have you been knowing 

D. have you known 

Question 12. How many times ____ New York? 

A. has Charles been visiting 
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B. has Charles visited 

C. have Charles been visiting 

D. have Charles visited 

Question 13. She ____ French words for hours, but she still doesn't remember all of them. 

A. has been learning 

B. has been learnt 

C. has learnt 

D. have been learning 

Question 14. My father ____. 

A. has never smoked 

B. have never smoked 

C. has never been smoking 

D. have never been smoking 

Question 15. Oh dear, the light ____ all night. 

A. has been burning 

B. has burnt 

C. has burned 

D. have burning 

Question 16. We ____ Lisa recently. 

A. hasn't seen 

B. haven't seen 

C. haven't been seeing 

D. haven't been seen 

Question 17. I ____ fifteen phone calls this morning. 

A. has been making 

B. have been making 

C. have been made 

D. have made 

Question 18. ____ anything so strange in your life? 

A. Have you ever been hearing 

B. Have ever you been hearing 

C. Have you ever heard 

D. Have you ever heared 

Question 19. You're red in the face. ____ 

A. Has you ran? 
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B. Have you been runned? 

C. Have you ran? 

D. Have you been running? 

Question 20. The sun ____ since this morning. 

A. has shining 

B. has shined 

C. has shone 

D. has been shining 

IV. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the 
correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

Why is culture important and how does it answer the question "(21) ____ is cultural 
identity?"? Culture is the underlying (22) ____ of traditions and beliefs that help a person 
(23) ____ to the world around them. It is the basis (24) ____ any superstitions they may 
have. It is the aversion to (25) ____ types of meat, or which days you can work on. Culture 
gives us a definite starting point when beginning to (26) ____ for our roots. Knowing (27) 
____ a person comes from will help to define how they look at their family obligations as 
(28) ____ as how they celebrate important milestones in life. 

As a person has given up their cultural identity, they (29) ____ can identify themselves with 
the things that were (30) ____ the most important things in their lives. They lose direction. 
As time (31) ____ by and they continue to forget about their past and their natural 
traditions, their identity becomes less and less (32) ____. 

Question 21. 

A. How 

B. Which 

C. Why 

D. What 

Question 22. 

A. institution 

B. foundation 

C. organization 

D. principle 

Question 23. 

A. relate 

B. relating 

C. related 

D. to relate 

Question 24. 

A. in 
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B. for 

C. of 

D. to 

Question 25. 

A. especial 

B. special 

C. specific 

D. typical 

Question 26. 

A. find 

B. look 

C. search 

D. seek 

Question 27. 

A. by which 

B. how 

C. when 

D. where 

Question 28. 

A. long 

B. much 

C. soon 

D. well 

Question 29. 

A. any longer 

B. any more 

C. no longer 

D. no more 

Question 30. 

A. at once 

B. once 

C. one time 

D. for once 

Question 31. 

A. goes 
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B. flies 

C. passes 

D. walks 

Question 32. 

A. pronouncing 

B. pronounce 

C. pronounced 

D. been pronouncing 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C. or D to indicate the sentence that is closest in meaning to 
each of the following questions. 

Question 33. It is hard for linguists to draw the line between languages and dialects. 

A. Linguists find hard to draw the line between languages and dialects. 

B. Linguists find it hard drawing the line between languages and dialects. 

C. Linguists find it hard to draw the line between languages and dialects. 

D. Linguists find it is hard to draw the line between languages and dialects. 

Question 34. Cultural changes have never been as accelerated as they are now during 

the globalization. 

A. Never before cultural changes have been as accelerated as they are now during the 
globalization. 

B. Never before cultural have changes been as accelerated as they are now during the 
globalization. 

C. Never before have been cultural changes as accelerated as they are now during the 
globalization. 

D. Never before have cultural changes been as accelerated as they are now during the 
globalization. 

Question 35. Many immigrants do not want their children to suffer from not speaking 

dominant language well, as they did. 

A. Many immigrants do not want their children to speak dominant language as worse as 
they did. 

B. Many immigrants want their children to speak dominant language better than they did. 

C. Many immigrants want their children to speak dominant language as well as they did. 

D. Many immigrants want to speak dominant language as well as their children can. 

Key 

1D 2B 3D 4C 5B 

6A 7A 8A 9D 10A 

11D 12B 13A 14A 15A 

16B 17D 18C 19D 20D 
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21D 22B 23A 24B 25C 

26C 27D 28D 29C 30B 

31A 32C 33C 34D 35B 

9.  Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 9 

TRƯỜNG THPT 

NGUYỄN HUỆ 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

i. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 
underlined part is pronounced differently from that of the rest in each of the 
following questions. 

Question 1: 

A. flour 

B. hour 

C. pour 

D. sour 

Question 2: 

A. kites 

B. catches 

C. oranges 

D. buzzes 

II. Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs 
from the rest in the position of the main stress in each of the following questions. 

Question 3: 

A. weather 

B. police 

C. divide 

D. attract 

Question 4: 

A. comfortable 

B. employment 

C. important 

D. surprising 

III. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer 
to each of the following questions. 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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Question 5: A/An_______is an official document stating that you have passed an 
examination, completed a course, or achieved some necessary qualifications 

A. certificate 

B. requirement 

C. education 

D. test 

Question 6: _________flowers are usually made of plastic or silk. 

A. Unreal 

B. False 

C. Artificial 

D. Untrue 

Question 7: The police have begun an__________ into the accident which happened this 

afternoon. 

A. investigating 

B. investigatory 

C. investigate 

D. investigation 

Question 8: It was no accident that he broke my glasses. He did it _______ purpose. 

A. with B. on C. by D. about 

Question 9: We _______ touch since we _______ school three years ago. 

A. lost / have left 

B. have lost / leave 

C. have lost / left 

D. were losing / had left 

Question 10: There was a___________ table in the middle of the room. 

A. Japanese round beautiful wooden 

B. beautiful wooden round Japanese 

C. beautiful wooden Japanese round 

D. beautiful round Japanese wooden 

Question 11: The more challenging the job is, _______. 

A. the more interesting he finds 

B. the more he finds it interesting 

C. he finds it more interesting 

D. the more interesting it is to him 

Question 12: She asked________so embarrassed when he saw Carole. 

A. why did Mai look 
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B. did Mai look 

C. why Mai looked 

D. why looked 

Question 13: The old man ______ to hospital early. I think they did it too late. 

A. must have taken 

B. should have taken 

C. must have been taken 

D. should have been taken 

Question 14: When the manager of our company retires, the deputy manager will______ 
that position. 

A. take over 

B. catch on 

C. stand for 

D. hold on 

Question 15: I read the contract again and again ______ avoiding making spelling 
mistakes. 

A. in terms of 

B. by means of 

C. with a view to 

D. in view of 

Question 16: ________, you need to achieve a score of 60% or more. 

A. To pass this test 

B. For being passed this test 

C. In order pass this test 

D. So that to pass this test 

IV. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable 
response to complete each of the following exchanges. 

Question 17: - Cindy: “Your hairstyle is terrific, Mary!” - Mary: “………..” 

A. Yes, all right. 

B. Thanks, Cindy. I had it done yesterday. 

C. Never mention it 

D. Thanks, but I’m afraid 

Question 18: Two students Peter and Anny are talking about women’s role. 

- Peter: “ In my opinion, women would not go to work.” 

- Anny: “.........................” 

A. Yes, I don’t agree 
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B. What nonsense ! 

C. Yes, I do 

D. Yes, it was ever 

V. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part 
that needs correction in each of the following questions. 

Question 19: When precipitation occurs, some of it evaporates, some runs off the surface 

it strikes, and some sinking into the ground. 

A. When 

B. Some 

C. The 

D. Sinking 

Question 20: What happened in that city were a reaction from city workers, including 

firemen and policemen who had been laid off from their jobs. 

A. What happened 

B. Were 

C. Including 

D. Their 

Question 21: Opened the letter from her boyfriend, she felt extremely excited. 

A. Opened 

B. From 

C. Felt 

D. Excited 

VI. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 
CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions. 

Question 22:  Lack of water and nutrients has impeded the growth of these cherry tomato 
plants  

A. promoted 

B. assisted 

C. realized 

D. prevented 

Question 23: “It’s no use talking to me about metaphysics. It’s a closed book to me.” 

A. a subject that I don’t understand 

B. a theme that I like to discuss 

C. a book that is never opened 

D. an object that I really love 
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VII. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word or phrase 
that is OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined part in each of the following 
questions. 

Question 24: For most male spiders courtship is a perilous procedure, for they may be 

eaten by females. 

A. complicated 

B. dangerous 

C. safe 

D. peculiar 

Question 25: A chronic lack of sleep may make us irritable and reduces our motivation to 

work. 

A. uncomfortable 

B. responsive 

C. miserable 

D. calm 

VII. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that is 
closest in meaning to each of the following questions 

Question 26: You are in this mess right now because you didn’t listen to me in the first 

place. 

A. If you listened to my advice in the first place, you wouldn’t be in this mess right now. 

B. If you listen to my advice in the first place, you will not be in this mess right now. 

C. If you had listened to my advice in the first place, you wouldn’t be in this mess right 
now. 

D. If you had listened to my advice in the first place, you wouldn’t have been in this mess 
right now. 

Question 27 : She was so busy that she couldn’t answer the phone. 

A. She was very busy that she couldn’t answer the phone. 

B. She was too busy to answer the phone. 

C. She was too busy not to answer the phone. 

D. She was very busy so that she couldn’t answer the phone 

Question 28: It’s no use reading that book. 

A. You should read that book. 

B. That book has not been used. 

C. That book is not worth reading. 

D. I have used the book for a long time. 

Question 29: He had just finished eating his breakfast. Then he fell down 

A. Hardly did he finished eating his breakfast when he fell down 
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B. Hardly he had finished eating his breakfast when he fell down 

C. Hardly have he finished eating his breakfast when he fell down 

D. Hardly had he finished eating his breakfast when he fell down 

Question 30: She was the first woman in the Philippines. She was elected as the 

president of the country. 

A. She was the first woman being elected as the president of the Philippines. 

B. She was the first woman who is elected as the president of the Philippines. 

C. She was the first woman to be elected as the president of the Philippines. 

D. She was the first woman elected as the president of the Philippines. 

VIII. Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer 
sheet to indicate the correct word or phrase that best fits each of the numbered 
blanks from 31 to 35. 

Many people enjoy lying in bed in the morning, but can you imagine having to spend 90 
days in bed? Could you stand the boredom and the frustration of not being (31)..... to get 
up? That was the task that faced 14 volunteers when they started out on a bed-rest 
experiment being conducted (32)….. the European Space Agency. 

The study had a serious purpose: to investigate the changes that take place in the human 
body during long-duration spaceflight. Lying in a horizontal position was the best way of 
(33)…… weightlessness. The aim was to discover what effect period of weightlessness will 
have on the health of astronauts spending several months on the International Space 
Station. 

The volunteers ate their meals, took showers and underwent medical tests without ever 
sitting up. That's even tougher than it sounds, especially when you (34) ..…. that no 
visitors were permitted. However, each volunteer did have a mobile phone, as well as 
access to the latest films, computer games and music. Surprisingly, Everyone was in a 
good (35) ..…. at the end of the 90 days, 'I would do it again,' said one of the volunteers. 'It 
was disorientating, but we knew we were 'contributing to medical research and space 
exploration.' 

Question 31: 

A. enabled 

B. allowed 

C. granted 

D. approved 

Question 32: 

A. by 

B. on 

C. for 

D. about 

Question 33: 

A. simulated 
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B. simulate 

C. to simulate 

D. simulating 

Question 34: 

A. reckon 

B. realise 

C. regard 

D. remark 

Question 35: 

A. attitude 

B. spirit 

C. feeling 

D. mood 

Key 

1C 2A 3A 4A 5A 

6C 7D 8B 9C 10D 

11D 12C 13D 14A 15C 

16A 17B 18B 19D 20B 

21A 22D 23A 24C 25D 

26C 27B 28C 29D 30C 

31B 32A 33D 34B 35D 

10.  Đề thi giữa HK1 môn Tiếng Anh số 10 

TRƯỜNG THPT 

TĂNG BẠT HỔ 

 

(Đề thi có  03 trang) 

KIỂM THI GIỮA HK1 NĂM HỌC 2020 – 2021 

Môn: TIẾNG ANH - LỚP 12 

Thời gian: 45 phút (không tính thời gian giao đề) 
 

 

I. Choose the best option A, B, C or D to complete the sentence. Make your choice on 
the answer sheet. 

Question 1: He …………… on the computer when the fire …………….. out. 

A. worked/ broke              B. was working/ was breaking 

C. worked/ was broken    D. was working/ broke 

Question 2: His house is ….. beautiful ……… he doesn’t want to sell it. 

A. too…to      B. enough….to   C. such… that      D. so…that 

Question 3: That sentence was ………… long for me to memorize. 

ĐỀ CHÍNH THỨC 
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A. so              B. too                 C. enough             D. such 

Question 4: All the iron doors …………………… by wooden doors. 

A. must replaced B. must be replaced C. must to be replaced           D. must replace 

Question 5: He has a good position in a big company. He …………. be very good. 

A. can            B. must              C. ought to             D. should 

Question 6: Rabbits are one of the agents that ……………… make deserts. 

A. help           B. helping         C. helps                   D. helped 

Question 7: ……………….. one of the most creative artists in rock’s’ roll came form 

California. 

A. Frank Zappa was             B. Frank Zappa, that was 

C. Frank Zappa, who was    D. Frank Zappa whom was 

Question 8: The reason ……………. he was absent from school is that he had an accident. 

A. for which       B. that           C. why                   D. a & c are correct 

Question 9: …………………. to him, I wouldn’t have lost my way. 

A. Had I listened       B. If I had listened  

C. If I listened         D. a & b are correct 

Question 10: When he was driving to work, he stopped ………………………. 

A. so to get some petrol     B. getting some petrol 

C. to get some petrol         D. for getting some petrol 

Question 11: A new bridge over the river ………………….. at present 

A. constructed           B. is being constructed 

C. is constructing      D. is constructed 

Question 12: The more I got to know Tom, …………………. I like him. 

A. the more         B. most          C. more            D. the most 

Question 13: The children were quite attracted by the tamer and his animals ……………. 
were performing on the stage. 

A. that                 B. whom         C. which          D. who 

Question 14: …………. it was dark I couldn’t read the letter . 

A. although         B. despite       C. since           D. because of 

Question 15: It is …….a large city …… I’ve got lost. 

A. too…to           B. enough…to C. such….that      D. so…that 

II. Read the passage carefully and choose the correct answer: 

I had a week visit to England last year on the occasion of my gaining excellent prize. I went 
with a group of ten boys and girls. Each day, before going to bed, we often 
discussed  places to visit the following day. We decided to visit Buckingham Palace. We 
arrived at the palace early in the morning. It was very hot. It was much hotter than we 
expected. Everybody felt thirsty. Unfortunately, there was no ice cream stall around the 
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palace. We wanted to get out of the area to buy some drink, but we hadn’t taken any 
pictures  at the palace. There were a lot of visitors in front of the palace gate so we couldn’t 
find any space to take any photos. Half an hour passed, we were all too tired to wait any 
longer. We decided to get out of the crowd  to get some drink and go back later. We caught 
a bus to Regent street, one of the busiest streets in London. There were a lot of shop there. 
the shop windows were full of beautiful goods so we forgot our thirst. Everyone tried to look 
for the things they planned to buy. And nobody thought of the time. When I got out of the 
souvenir shop, it was really dark. It was time to come back to the hotel. We were all thirsty 
and hungry. We went to the hotel in silence. That ended our third day in England. 

Question 16: How many people visited England last year on the special occasion? 

A. 10             B. 11                C. 12                  D. 14 

Question 17: How long did they spend in London? 

A. The whole day              B. All the afternoon  

C. All the morning             D. Half a day 

Question 18:  Why couldn’t they take any photos at Buckingham Palace? 

A. Because they didn’t want to keep waiting  

B. Because they were too tired to wait for photos 

C. Because they couldn’t find space to take photos.  

D. Because they weren’t able to take photos 

Question 19: What made them forget their thirst? 

A. Busy streets                           B. The goods at the shop windows 

C. The need of taking photos     D. Things they want to buy 

Question 20: How long did their visit last? 

A. Three days       B. Four days         C. Five days       D. Seven days 

Question 21: What is one of the busiest streets in London? 

A. The palace       B. Buckingham     C. Regent Street        D. England 

Question 22: What did they decide to get out of the crowd for? 

A. To take photos      B. To come back to the hotel  

C. To take a rest       D. To get some drink 

Question 23: “Unfortunately” has closest meaning with which of the following words? 

A. Unluckily           B. Luckily             C. Happily            D. Unhappily 

Question 24: When did they all feel thirsty and hungry? 

A. When they were in the hotel.    B. When they got out of the souvenir. 

C. When they took a short rest.     D. When they were in Buckingham palace. 

Question 25: What is the topic of the passage? 

A. A visit to London                 B. A visit to England  

C. A visit to Regent Street      D. A visit to Buckingham palace 
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III. Phonetics: 

Choose the word whose stress pattern is different from the rest in each group. 

Question 26: A. imagine    B. satisfy        C. abandon        D. discover 

Question 27: A. biologist    B. university  C. responsible    D. activity 

Question 28: A. obedient   B. hospital     C. solution          D. important 

Choose the word whose underlined part is pronounced differently  from that of the 
others 

Question 29:  A. garbage   B. breakfast   C. suitable         D. brother 

Question 30: A. obedient    B. ready        C. believed        D. mischievous 

III. Choose the one word or phrase that must be changed in order for the sentence to 
be correct. 

Question 31: The company did not want to hire a man that experience was so limited. 

A. that               B. so limited       C. The                D. want to hire 

Question 32: Ralph wishes that he went to the bank this morning before he went to work. 

A. wishes that   B. before            C. went              D. went to work 

Question 33: Our form teacher told us not talk when the teachers were explaining the 

lesson. 

A. were explaining    B. form teacher   C. told us           D. not talk 

Question 34: In spite the danger, they managed to cross the river during the night. 

A. managed to  B. In spite           C. cross            D. during 

Question 35: Her last book is published in 20 languages years ago. 

A. last               B. years              C. is                  D. published 

IV. Choose the sentence that has the same meaning as the original one. 

Question 36: Many people believe that God created the world 

A. It believes that God created the world  

B. The world is believed God created 

C. God is believed to have created the world  

D. God is believed to create the world 

Question 37: He was exhausted by his work, he threw himself in his bed. 

A. exhausted by his work, he threw himself in his bed. 

B. was exhausted by his work, he threw himself in his bed. 

C. threw himself in his bed, exhausted by his work 

D. exhaust by his work, he threw himself in his bed. 

Question 38: He is not old enough to do the volunteer work. 

A. He is very young that he can’t do the volunteer work. 

B. He can’t do the volunteer work because of his old age. 
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C. His youngster prevents him from doing the volunteer work. 

D. He is too young to do the volunteer work. 

Question 39: “Don’t forget to feed the chicken  twice a day,” he said. 

A. He reminded me to feed the chicken twice a day. 

B. He suggested me to feed the chicken twice a day. 

C. He told not to forget to feed the chicken twice a day. 

D. He said don’t forget to feed the chicken twice a day. 

Question 40: It rains heavily so we can’t go to school. 

A. If it rains, I can go to school B. If it rains, I could go to school 

C. If it not rain, I could go to school D. If it didn’t rain, I could go to school 

Key 

1. D 11. B 21. C 31. A  

2. D 12. A 22. D 32. C  

3. C 13. A 23. A 33. D  

4. B 14. C 24. B 34. B  

5. B 15. C 25. B 35. C 

6. A 16. B 26. B 36. C  

7. C 17. A 27. B 37. A  

8. D 18. C 28. B 38. D  

9. D 19. B 29. A 39. A  

10. C 20. D 30. B 40. D 
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